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FROM PLURALISM TO CORPORATISM: SOUTH 
AFRICA'S LABOUR RELATIONS IN TRANSITION 

ADAM HABIB* 

ABSTRACT 

This article focuses on how and why South Africa's model of labour relations 
changed in the course of the country's transition to democracy. It discusses and cate
gorises the differing models of labour relations in the 1980s and 1990s within the 
backdrop of a review of some of the theoretical literature on forms of interest repre
sentation. Thereafter, it discusses how corporatism, and its institutions and processes, 
evoived in South Africa. Finally, the article investigates why political elites and 
social movements advocated and implemented a transition from a pluralist to a corpo
ratist model of labour relations. 

Labour relations in South Africa have always been contentious and fraught with 
conflict. Apartheid's disenfranchisement and exploitation of South Africa's black 
population facilitated the rise of a political unionism in the I 950's and l 980's that 
was directed against both state and capital. The country's organised black working 
class often acted as the vanguard of the popular struggle against apartheid, leading 
both organisation and mobilisation against the repressive political apparatus. Labour 
unions, in both of these decades, developed close relations and strategic alliances 
with the national liberation movement. It was, after all, the spontaneous erup
tion of South Africa's industrial workers in Durban in January I 973 that served as the 
spark to re-ignite political resistance that had been driven underground by the 
repression .of the post-Sharpeville years. 

The apartheid state had recognised the inherent dangers in black labour organisa
tions. In the first three decades of apartheid rule, the state attempted to neutralise 
these organisations by denying them any recognition in the country's labour legis
lation.1 The 1956 Industrial Conciliation Act prevented the registration of racially 
mixed unions and barred all Africans from belonging to registered unions. African 
unions were denied access to official channels, and racially structured, white, regis
tered unions were to act as their intermediaries in negotiations with the authorities 
(Friedman, 1987 :34) This state strategy had its intended effect. African trade unions 
were all but destroyed in the decade following the Sharpeville massacre. Black 
workers were largely quiescent; an assessment testified to by the fact that the total 
number of black workers to have gone on strike between 1962 and 1972 constituted 
!ess than half the total to have gone on strike in 1973 alone.2 
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But this state strategy cf den in le . , . . 
the rocks of the 1970's strike :a!e Cgalnfr1t} to thde ~frican trnde. union8 floundered on 
Afri · o onte with a grow· T 

can tr~de union movement the state scramble . . mg, m1 it.ant, ~nregulated 
. to neutr~tse the emerging threat from South Ag,ro rashmn ?11 altem~tlve strategy 
class. 1?1s strategy constituted one element of ca s o~gan1sed African working 
mented m the decade of p " ' B th ' 1 the state s reform package irnple-th . . n . o a s ru e Refo f th l , . 

us subsumed under the broader r . ~ n:r1. o e abour relations arena was 
after the late 1970's. po itic transmon__ that South Africa underwent 

Sout~ _Africa's labour relations underwent tw . 
trans1t1o~al era. The liberalisation phase (197~)very different ~et~ of reforms in the 
tra~e umons and the state's attem t to co- saw the legahsat1~n of the African 
register with the National Manp:w C opt ~h~m through the requirement that they 
trad . . . er omm1ss1on. Many of th 197 . 
. e umons did register, but rather than bein e post- 3 Afncan 
increase their membership, stren then th . g co-~pt~d, they used the space to 
demands.3 Labour relations in this !ra e~ organ_1sat1on, and advance worker 
which was reflected in Afn'can trade we~e c ,aractensed by a competitive dynamic 
· umons use of t 'k · 

t1ons, the industrial relations machine d th s n es, issue-based negotia-
state for greater recognition wa . ry, an e courts to challenge capital and the 

' ge increases, and better working conditions. 

The democratisation phase (1990) of th . . . 
new dynamic within the labour rel t' e transition witnessed the emergence of a 
lead, and at other times under pres:~;n} arenr The state, som~times talcing the 
number of legislated institutions throug~ ;~:h ~bour andl~r capital, established a 
of the state were to work out legislat' d I abour, cap1~al, and representatives 
c~nt~ntious issues. The result was t~~n a~ bt~g term solutions to a diverse set of 
within the industrial relations arena tha;s a ~s ~ent of a pattern of relationships 
of labour, capital, and the state. emp as1sed the complex interdepepdence 

Two distinct models of labour relations th . 
transition. These models reflected d ~s emer~ed m the different phases of the 
relations in these periods. Ident'f . ' ~ m turn mfluenced, broader state-society 
connections, then, is not only p~~~:n: t:s~ models and ~nderstanding their causal 
relations in the transition but also t . n understanding of the nature of labour 
ety relations in the last t;o decades~r commg to terms with the fonn of state-soci-

DIFFERING MODELS OF LABOUR RELATIONS 

Most commentators of South Africa's lab 
two very distinct forms of labour I t' our scen_e would acknowledge that these 
ti . h re a mns emerged m the liberal· t' d 

sat1on p ases of the transition. Most w'll I isa ion an democra-
labour relations exhibits a signifi t bl a so concur that the current model of 
h h ican num er of corporatist fe t Th' 

as, owever, been largely im r 't Vi a ures. 1s consensus 
different forms of labour rel!i ic1 . ery few scholars have attempted to identify the 

attempted to identify the causai°~~t~~;~~h~ last two dec~des, and still fewer have 
. · a prompted their emergence (Saul, 199! · 
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Maree, l ':193; Baskin, 1993; Aciler &. ?·,'ebr.ter. 1994). Part cf the re:,t,on for this is 
the preoccupation of scholars about whether corporatism would benefit or jeopardise 
the mterests of the labour movement. This narrow parameter of the debate, however, 
is at the expense of a fuller understanding of the changes that have occurred in the 
nature of l1:1hour relations . Such an understanding is, however, absolutely necessary 
if the implications of the existing corporatif.t. model are to be fully identified, and 
other viable options adequately investigated. 

A useful way of identifying the different models of labour relations in the transition 
might be the use of Phillippe Schmitter's distinction between corporatist and plu
ralist models of interest representation. lt should be noted that Schmitter uses these 
terms not as methodological approaches for understanding the nature of the social 
formation, but rather as analytical means for capturing the differing pattern of rela
tions that exist between interest groups and the state in various social settings. 
Schmitter defines a pluralist system of interest representation as one in which "the 
constituent units are organised into an unspecified number of multiple, voluntary, 
competitive, non-hierarchically ordered and self-determined categories which are 
not specially licensed, recognised, subsidised, created or otherwise controlled in 
leadership selection or interest articulation by the state and which do not exercise a 
monopoly of representational activity within their respective categories" (Schmitter, 
1974:96). Corporatism, by contrast, is defined by him as a system of interest repre
sentation in which "the constituent units are organised into a limited number of singular, 
compulsory, non-competitive, hierarchically ordered and functionally differentiated 
categories, recognised or licensed by the state and granted a representational 
monopoly within their respective categories in exchange for observing certain con
trols on their selection of leaders and articulation of demands and support" (Schmitter, 
1974:97). 

Having defined the two contesting models of interest representation, Schmitter hastens 
to qualify his definition of corporatism by identifying two different subtypes.4 The 
first, societal corporatism, refers to corporatist arrangements in parliamentary demo
cratic societies, where interest organisations are autonomous and granted represen
tational monopoly as a result of the support they enjoy amongst individual members 
of that particular interest group. In such cases, support of interest organisations con
stitutes an important aspect of governmental legitimacy. State corporatism, on the 
other hand, is characteristic of totalitarian and authoritarian societies, where interest 
organisations are either created or receive recognition and representational monopoly 
from the state because of the political design of state elites (Schmitter, 1974: 
102-105).5 Since alternative interest organisations are, in such cases, eliminated by 
the state, those with representational monopoly continually remain dependent on the 
state for their funding and the right to continue operations. 

Schmitter recognises that these definitions are ideal types, and that no regime will 
fulfil all nine criteria. For example, Alfred Stepan notes in the case of Mexico that 
in spite of its being regarded as one of the most fully developed corporatist regimes, 
it does not meet four of the nine criteria identified by Schmitter (Stepan, 1978:68---09). 
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!her: i~ thus merit in the suggestion of Ruth and David Collier that the problem of 
tdentifymg forms of interest representation should not be approached in either/or 
tenns_. but rathe~ as a "series of traits that may be present or absent to varying degrees" 
(Collier & Collier, 1977:493). Moreover, for the pllrposes of this study, it might also 
?e u~eful to locate the problem of identification in comparative terms; that is to 
~denuf~ and explore the characteristics of the post-1990 model of labour relations 
m relation to that prevalent in the 1980's. 

Any serious reflection on the model of labour relations in South Africa in the 1980 's 
would have to conclude that it fits Schmitter's definition of pluralism quite com
fortably.~ Labour _was represented by a multitude of organisations, all of which were 
voluntanl~ constituted and self determined. In the early 1980's, the Federation of 
South African Trade Unions (FOSATU), the Council of Unions of South Africa 
(CUSA), and a range of "community unions" competed for the allegiance of black 
workers. From 1986 onwards, c_oSATU, the National Council of Trade Unions (NACilJ), 
and to a lesser exten_t the U~ued Workers Union of South Africa (UWUSA), vied 
for the sup~rt of this constttuency.7 Clerical workers and artisans, mainly but not 
only of Wh1~e, C~loured and In~ian origin, were largely represented by a range of 
moderate uruons ~ik~ the F~deratJon of Salaried Staff (FEDSAL), the Confederation 
of Metal and Butldmg _Dn10ns_ (CMBU), the South African Typographical Union 
(S~TU), the _so_uth Afncan Bmlermakers' Society (SABS), and the Amalgamated 
Umon of Bmldmg Trade Workers (AUBTW). The white right was represented in 
the labour arena by the South ~frican Confederation of Labour (SACOL), whose 
most po"'.erful blue-collar affiliates were the Mynwerkersunie (MWU) and the 
So~th Afncan Iron, ~tee!, and Allied Industries Union (Y ster & Staal). 8 This prolife
ration of labour umons, however, did not prevent COSATU and NACTU from 
becoming the dominant element in the Labour arena in both the 1980's and 1990's 
From the mid-1980's, they were the two largest union federations in the country: 
COSATU's membership increased from about 400,000 in 1985 to 1,317,496 in 
19_94. NACTU's m~mbership approximated 327,000 by 1994. The total member
ship of both federations constituted 57 per cent of the total number of unionised 
workers in the country. Of the total membership of all labour federations COSATU 
and NACTU jointly accounted for 74 per cent (Baskin, 1994). ' 

The distinguishing feature of labour relations in the 1980's was the adversarial rela
tionship among the dominant union federations, capital, and the state. Both COSATU 
and NACTU determined their o~n leadership and p_rograms of action. Their primary 
focus was t~ defend ~?rkers agru~st retrenchments, mcrease their wages, and achieve 
better ~~rking con~1t1ons. A vanety of means, including strikes and negotiations, 
"'.ere utihs_ed to achieve th:s_e ends. But both mobilisation and engagement strate
gies were mfonned by a militant class ideology that conceived gains and losses as 
part of~ longer term struggle to radically restructure the ownership of the means of 
pro~~ctlon. _ Engagement with capital and the state was not governed by formal 
politi~al rules, or by a _br?ader p~blic discourse that stressed the necessity of a part
?ersh1p _between confhctmg social forces. Rather, the union movement retained an 
ideological and programmatic independence from both state and capital. This 
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reflected itself in COSATIT and NACTU's public commitment to socialism: a pro
grammatic goal that envisaged ~e ultimate_ destruction of their_ advers3:1es. There 
was thus a competitive dynamic m the relat10ns among the d~m~nant u~10n federa
tions, capital, and the state in the 1980's. The only charactenst1c of ~•s model of 
labour relations not consistent with Schmitter's definition was the requirement that 
all union's register with the National Manpower Commission. O~~er than this, the 
model of labour relations in the liberalisation phase of the trans1t1on can be com
fortably categorised as pluralist. 

To be sure the state did attempt to erode some of the pluralist characteristics of 
labour rela~ions. On a number of occasions, senior leaders, organisers, and shop
stewards of the union movement were harassed, detained, and sometimes even 
killed. In the early 1980's, the state attempted to impose restrictions on union mem
bership by denying union rights to migrant workers. The Ink_atha Freedom Party 
(IFP), with the support of the national state, launched UWUSA m_ an effort to under
mine COSATU and NACTU. And, in the late 1980's, the state imposed a number 
of restrictions on COSATU to prevent it from engaging in political opposition to the 
state. But these attempts to control leadership, and to restrict the issues articulated 
by the unions were largely unsuccessful. Both C:OSATU ~~ NAC!U r~pell:d ~t:1te 
initiatives to gag them and limit their adversanal capab1hties b?"_ 1~no~mg hm_1tmg 
legislation, by organising against these attempts, and/or by mob1hsmg mtemauonal 
support for their cause. Thus, despite state efforts ~o t?e contrary, the model of 
labour relations in the l 980's remained largely pluralist m character. 

Many of the pluralist characteristics of this model of labour relations extended _into 
the democratisation phase of the transition. Both COSATU and ~ACTU rerl1:amed 
voluntarily constituted, and self-determined l~bour union fe~erat1ons tha! reJe~ted 
state attempts to control the selection of their leaders and issue~ of art1culat1on. 
Moreover the adversarial dynamic of their interactions with capital and the state 
continued' in this period. COSATU and NACTU unions embarked on a numbe~ of 
strikes either against retrenchments, and/or for increased wages and better workmg 
conditions.9 The union federations launched a number of stay-aways to protest the 
increase in VAT, state complicity in violence, and to force the state to accede to c~r
tain political demands.These adversarial interactions wer~, however, gradually beg~
ning to be accompanied by greater complementary and mterdepende?t relat1onsh1ps 

-among the labour unions, capital, and the state in the post-1990 penod. 

Increasingly, the adversarial dynamic in the model of labour relations w~s displ~ced 
in the 1990's by initiatives that facilitated the emergenc~ ~fa co-ope~ative relation
ship among labour unions, capital, and the state. :nie ~ohtrcal dynamic at_CODESA 
and the Multi-Party Negotiating Forum extended itself mto the la?our r~lat1ons arena, 
leading to negotiations among the three on Labour and economic poltcy, and South 
Africa's entry into the world economy. ~ese n~gotiatio~s, unlik~ those of the 
l 980's, were subsumed under the ideological rubnc of national umty, a~d had as 
their express purpose the generation of a tripartite plan to_ make South Afncan com
panies more competitive in relation to their counterparts m other parts of the world• 
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::. ~is new _vision, labour, capital, and the state were conceived as partners in a 
tional project_ to ~~e the South African economy more competitive. A number 

of fo~ums ~d mstttut1ons, re_rres_enting labour. capital, and the state. were infor
mal]) .~nd, m so~e c~ses, leg~sla~1~ely established to facilitate this partnership and 
ne:ottute the reahsatl?n of ~ts v1s1on. Legislation negotiated in these forums was 
su s~quently passed m ~arhament and promulgated by the state. Wage and other 
agrevrr_icnts betwee~ ~ap1tal a?d labour reflected these concerns and were structured 
: enhance p~oduc~1v1ty and increase stability on the shop floor. To a large extent 

t
. en; corporah 11st traits bec~e dominant in the labour relations model of the democra
isat1011p ase of the transition. 

Thls is not to suggest that there was complete unanimity among capital labour and 
the state. ~deed,_ the~e were a number of disagreements among the th~ee ove~ the 
~!'• s~ific legislation, wage agreements, and even constitutional clauses. Recent 
po icy ocum_ent~ releas~d by the South Africa Freedom Foundation and COSATU 
suggest_tha~ si!?1ificant disagreements still exist among capital, labour and the state 
over pn~at1_sat1on, la~ur mark~t policy, and time frames for econ~mic reforms. 
But, unlike m the 1980 s, these disagreements pertain to the modalities of achieving 
~ goal ~argely a~reed to ~y all three parties. In this sense, labour's articulation of 
iss~es is ~nstramed by its commitment to the post-apartheid state's ideolo of 
n~ti~nal u~ty_ and recon_ciliation. The location of this corporatist model of 1!~our 
re atlons Wt1?m the ~arhamentary democracy of post-apartheid South Africa and 
te fact that its constituent units are not established and functionally differentiated 
Y the st~te, ?ut rather vo~untarily constituted and self-determined, suggests that the 

~orporatt~m ~n South Afnca takes a societal form. The labour relations model in the 
en:iocratisation_ phas~ ?f the transition then, is more typical of those in the 

soc1al-democrat1c soc1et1es of Western Europe. 

Th; ~ssential ?ift: erence between the models of labour relation in the liberalisation 
~ emocrausation pha~es of the transition revolve around the nature of interacf ~~~. a~o~g labour, c~p1tal, and the state. In the pluralist labour relations of the 

s, ~ our _and capital had clashing interests and goals, and each attem ted to 
adv~ce its pr?Ject through what Schmitter termed "the shifting balance of m:chani
ca:ly_ mtersectmg forces" (Schmitter, 1974:97). By contrast, in the corporatist Jabour 
re at10ns of th~ 1990's, these clas~ing interests of labour and capital are subsumed 
under the rubnc of a bro~der ~ta~e 1~eol?gy of national unity and reconciliation, and 
.!~e expres~ purpos~ of tnpart1te mst1tut1ons is, as Schmitter put it, the facilitation of 

the _funct1ona~ ~dJustment of an organically interdependent whole" (Schmitter 
1974.97), I?etaihng the process through which this occurred might provide a bette; 
understanding of these differing models of Jabour relations. 

THE DRIFf TO CORPORATIST LABOUR RELATIONS 

The development_ of corp.oratism i_n South Afri~a has its roots in the apartheid state's 
attempts to curtrul and c1rcumscnbe the functioning of the trade union movement. 
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Confronted by the insurrectionary flavour of political resistance in the mid-1980's, 
securocrats in the state apparatus developed a repressive program that succeeded in 
squashing popular resistance and the political activitie~. of the Congress movement. 
111e state's success in this regard, and the strategic alliance formed between the 
United Democratic Front (UDF) and COSATU in 1986, forced the latter to take up 
the cudgels and lead political resistance against this repression. ln an effort to stem 
COSATU's political activities, and its increasingly aggressive stance on the shop 
floor, securocrats passed, with the blessing of employers, the Labour Relations 
Amendment Act (LRA) in 1988. This Act effectively attempted to deprive the union 
movement of many of the gains it had won since the implementation of the Wiehahn 
reforms in the early 1980's. COSATU and NACTU predictably mobilised against 
the Act, and their two years of mass struggle culminated in a historic accord nego
tiated among COSATU, NACTU, the South African Consultative Committee on 
Labour Affairs (SACCOLA), the National Manpower Commission (NMC), and the 
Department of Manpower (Maree, 1993:30-31; Schreiner, 1991). 

This accord, known as the Laboria Minute, stipulated that any future amendments 
to the LRA will be made only with the full consultation of all relevant parties. The 
Laboria Minute paved the way for negotiations among COSATU, NACTU, and 
SACCOLA over the amendments to the LRA, ultimately leading to the promulga
tion of the 1991 Labour Relations Amendment Act (Centre for Applied Legal 
Studies, 1991 ). 10 This act was the first legislation produced through trilateral nego
tiations among the state administration, employers, and the black trade union move
ment. In a follow-up accord in November 1992, signed by COSATU and the 
Minister of Manpower, the state committed itself to passing legislation that extended 
basic working conditions and labour-relation rights to farmworkers , domestic ser
vants, and certain categories of public employees (Maree, 1993:31). For the first 
time in South African history, organised black labour was drawn into the process of 
drafting and determining labour legislation for the country. 

These developments prompted a shift in the political strategies of the dominant 
trade union federations. As negotiations unfolded around the amendments to the 
LRA, key personalities in COSATU opened a debate within the federation about the 
possibility of broadening the Labour movement's participation in state institutions 
and establishing a social contract among labour, capital, and the state (Schreiner, 
1991). The radical intelligentsia associated with COSATU soon jumped onto the 
bandwagon, labelling this approach as strategic unionism, and theorising it as an 
essential part of a broader political project of radical reform. Karl von Holdt, the 
editor of the South African Labour Bulletin, described strategic unionism as "a 
strategy for far reaching reform of the state, of the workplace, of economic deci
sion-making and of civil society. It is a strategy driven by a broad based coalition of 
interest groups, at the centre of which is the labour movement. Strategic unionism 
develops a step-by-step program of radical reforms - each of which extends the 
arena of democratic decision-making, and deepens the power of the working class" 
(Von Holdt, 1992:33).11 This corporatist form of unionism constituted, in the words 
of the Canadian academic, John Saul, one element of "a transitional strategy of popu-
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Iar initiatives . . . (Which) leave a residue of funher empowennent - in tenns of 
growing enlightenment/class consciousness, in tenns of organisational capacity -
for the vast mass of the population, whom thus strengthen themselves for further 
struggles, funher victories" (Saul. 1991:6). 

There were differences within the cotporatist camp about both its characteristics and 
its theoretical undetpinnings. For example, some unionists like Schreiner (1991:34) 
conceded that the social contract might place limitations on the labour movement's 
ability to strike. Others like Enoch Godongwana ( 1992) and Sam Shilowa ( 1992) 
insisted that the right to strike is fundamental to the existence of the labour move
ment and should not be traded in any social accord. Schreiner and Adrienne Bird 
( 1992) challenged the tripartite conceptions of cotporatism informing the proposals 
of most unionists, and insisted that it should be multipartite process involving a 
much broader range of constituencies than simply labour, capital, and the state. 
Some scholars used the radical political rhetoric of union leaders as the basis to dis
tinguish the cotporatist project in South Africa from those associated with the social 
democratic societies of Western Europe (Saul, 1991, 1992), while others like Webster 
and Adler (1994), focusing on institutions, were more sanguine about the similarities 
between these two experiences. The latter also tended to deny the strategic shift in 
the political approach of the labour movement in the 1990's, insisting rather that the 
current cotporatist trends of the union federations are consistent with the radical 
refonn approach that typified COSATU's and NACTU's interventions in the l 980's. 

Th_ere were also scholars and unionists who criticised the emerging cotporatist orien
tat10n of COSATU and NACTU on the grounds that it would weaken and co-opt the 
union federations (Callinicos, 1992; Desai & Habib, 1994 ). But, these critics lost the 
debate within the labour movement, and the first few years of the democratisation 
phase of the transition witnessed COSATU's and NACTU's participation on a range 
of statutory bodies affecting labour. Between 1990 and 1994, the union federations 
sat on the NMC, the National Training Board (NTB), the National Housing Forum, 
the National Electricity Forum, and the National Economic Forum (NEF). Partici
pation in the NMC was preceded by a struggle to restructure it with equal represen
tatives from labour and capital. In August 1992, a statutory, advisory NMC was 
established by the Minister of Manpower with equal representation for employer 
associations, trade unions, and the state. Seven of the eleven state appointees, how
ever, were independent legal and other experts. Industrial relations and other labour 
policy issues infonned the agenda of the NMC. 

The most important corporatist institution to emerge in the pre-1994 period, though, 
was the NEF. The NEF had its roots in the union federations' protests around the 
introduction of V~ue-Added Tax (VAT) in 1991. Estimates at the time suggested 
that the replacement of General Sales Tax (GST) with VAT would lead to a 5 per 
cent increase in the amount of sales tax paid by low-income households (Labour 
Research Service, 1991). This led both COSATU and NACTU to embark on a series 
of mass actions, culminating in a general strike on November 4 and 5, 1991. Union 
leaders tied the strike against the VAT with the demand for a national macro-eco-
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nomic forum comprising employers, unions, politi_cal parties and the state. Despite 
massive support for the strike, the union f~deratmns were unable to prevent the 
· od 1· of v·A•r But a year after the stnke the state conceded a non-statutory mtr uc ion ,.... · SAL s th Af · can 
NEF composed of state representatives, COSATU, NACTU, FED , ou n. 
Chamber of Business (SACOB}, the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut (AHI), the Fo~ndat~on 
of African Business and Consumer Services (FABCOS), the_ Steel and Engmeen~g 
Industries Federation (SEIFSA), and the Chambe~ of Mmes. ~acro-econom1c 
issues like unemployment and privatisation, and policy _Proposals hke the /ove~
ment's Nonnative Economic Model and the annual nauonal budget serve . on t e 
agenda of the NEF and became the focus of negotiations among labour, capital, and 
the state (Setai, 1994:151-155). 

The state merged the NMC and the NEF in the post-1994 period t~ fonn the 
National Economic Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC). Offic~ally estab
lished through the National Economic Development and Labour Council A~t, Act 
35 of 1994, and launched on February 18, 1995, ~EDLAC_se~es as the ~eh1cle by 
which ovemment, labour, business, and commu~~ty orgams~tmns negotiate agree
ments !nd policies that would, it is hoped, facihtate susta1!1able growth, greater 
social equity and increased participation of all stakeholders m the economy of the 
country. Four separate chambers or councils form the heart ~f the NEDI~~C stru~
ture. The first three, focusing on public financ~/monetary policy, trade/mmmg/agn
cultural/industrial policy, and labour market issues, are composed of equal rep~e
sentatives from organised labour, business, and the government. Broader commu:? 
participation occurs through the fourth coun<:il, known as tJ:ie devel~pm~nt ch'.1111 r, 
which is composed of representatives of natmnal commumty_ organi_sat1o~s, hke ~e 
South African National Civics Organisation (SANCO), with a dtrect mterest_ m 
development and reconstruction. All four chambers are overseen by an executive 
council and a management committee constituted of not more. than 16 members, 
comprising the overall convenors of labour, government, and b~sm~ss, as _well as the 
convenors of the partners in each chamber. A full-time secretanat, mcludmg an exe~ 
cutive director, manages the daily affairs of NEDLAC (See NEDLAC, 1995a, 
1995b). 

The principal putpose of NED LAC is to organise a p_artnership among government, 
labour, and business in the socio-economic ~rena. It 1s a body that ~ttempt~ t? draw 
the three contending actors into a co-operative proc~ss of fo~ulatmg ~~h~1es and 
managing institutions in an effort to consolidate nat10nal umty, r~conc1hat1on, an~ 
development. Towards this end, NEDLAC is mandated to ~ons1d~r all propose 
labour legislation, and all amendments to social an? economic_ pohcy:, before they 
are introduced in parliament and/or implemented. It 1s ?lso reqmred to promote the 
formulation of co-ordinated policy ... (through s~ekmg) ... co~sens~s ~~d con
clude(ing) agreements on matters pertaining to social and economic pohcy (South 
African Government, 1994 ). Agreements negotiated in, and_ propos~ls reco_mmen~-
d b NEDLAC are expected to be promulgated by parltament. In this sens , 

~EriLAC is a cotporatist mechanism that emerged and funct!~ns_ within the para
meters of the governing ideology of national unity and reconc1l1at1on. 

Tnno 1 nn.., ' 



NEDLAC'~ most significant success to date has been the consensus it produced 
rong busmes~, labour, and government around the Labour Relations Bill A draft 
orm of the Bill was published for comment by the Department of l~h ·· · 

February 10, J 995 . Negotiations around the bill commenced on Ma~ 4 wh~n -o;r on 
ment, labour and business presented t~eir responses to the bill. Thereafter, the t:::~ 
Market Chamber ?f NEDLAC established a negotiating committee to reach consen
s~s on_ the draft bill. _After _a num~er of negotiating sessions, two special NEDLAC 
tnp_art1te workshops m~olvmg semor representatives from each constituency and the 
assistance of a Comnuttee of Principals and a technical committee, a nu~ber of 
agreements were concluded among Labour, business, aJJd government. According to 
NEDLAC, a total of 149 hours were spent in formal meetings over a ten week peri
od to produce the consensus on the Labour Relations Bill (NEDLAC, 1995c:l-2). 

The ?ew labour relat~ons legislation is remarkable for a number of reasons. First, it 
provides workers with an extensive right to strike, aJJd enshrines the right of 
e~ployers to lockout such workers (South African Government, nd). This right to 
strike, however, ex~ludes _worke_rs employed in essential and maintenance services 
aJJd does not ~over 1ss~es ~nvolvmg unfair dismissals and retrenchments. Employer~ 
are not penn1tte~ to d1sm1ss workers for participating in or furthering the interests 
of a prot~cte~ strlke. ~oreov~r, they may not employ replacement labour unless the 
trade umon mvolved m the dispute has been given 7 days notice of their intention 
to ~o _so. B~t employers ai:e ent~tled ~o. lock out workers provided 48 hours notice of 
th~u mtentlon has been given m wnting to the respective trade union 13 Th I · 
lallon also · h I · · · e eg1s-recogmses t e ~g1t1macy of pickets, secondary strikes and stay-aways. 
In the case of the latter, umon federations must give NEDLAC 14 da t· f . 
their int nti t . . . ys no ice o 

e on o part1c1pate m protest action on socio-economic issues and attempts 
must have been made in appropriate forums to address and resolve the iss~e in question. 

Seco~d, ~e new law l_egislates a voluntary centralised bargaining system for the 
first ti~e m South Afric~ (South ~frican Government, nd: chapter III) Bargaining 
cou~ctls can be voluntanly estabhshed by employers and representative unions in 
Par:11~ular sect?rs. They must, however, ~dopt a constitution that among other charac
t~nstics, provides for ~~ual representatives of trade unions and employer organisa
tions, an? makes prov1S1on for the rep~esentation of small and medium enterprises. 
Once this has been done, th~ _council can request official registration from the 
Department of ~hour. Bargammg councils are authorised to resolve disputes and 
c?nclude collect1_ve agreements, including those over wages. They are also respon
sible for p_romotmg and establishing training and education schemes, determining 
b~ ~ollecuve a~ement matters around which strikes and lockouts may not be 
utihsed, developm~ proposals for subi:11is_sion to NEDLAC on policy or legislation 
that may affect therr sector, an~ estab~ishmg a?d administering a dispute resolution 
fun? and/or any other scheme mcludmg pension, provident, medical aid, sick pay 
hohday, unemployment, etc. 

This law also ~r?vides for !he establishment of an intennediate institution in cases 
where a Bargammg Council cannot be voluntarily established. In such cases, trade 
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unions or employer organisations representing at least 30 per cent_ of their re~ective 
constituencies can request of the regi.;;trar that a Statutory Council be established m 
that sector. The powers of such councils are much more limited. They may not 
negotiate or conclude agreements over wages. Rather their fo~us should _b~ to 
resolve disputes, promote and establish training programs,. and es1'.1~hsh_ and adnumst~r 
funds for the benefit of one or both parties in the counc1l. Provision 1s also made m 
the law for the evolution of Statutory Councils into Bargaining Councils if and when 
employers and trade unions voluntarily consent to it. 

Finally, the Labour Relations law allows for the establishment of workplace forums 
in all enterprises with more than a 100 employees (South African Government, nd: 
Chapter V). Applications for the establishment of such foru~s. must emer~~ f~om 
representative trade unions and must be directed to the Corrumss1on for Conc1hat1on, 
Arbitration and Mediation. The Commission must attempt to establish some con
sensus between employers and trade unions on the need for and nature of these 
forums, but may, in the cases of no consensus being reached, proceed with the estab
lishment of such forums. Allocation of seats in these forums must reflect the occupa
tional structure of the workplace. Employers have to consult and attempt to arrive 
at consensus with workplace forums on, among other issues, the restructuring of the 
workplace, the re-organisation of work, partial or total plant closures, mergers and 
transfers of ownership, retrenchments, job grading, criteria for merit increases, edu
cation and training, and export promotion. The law also makes provisions for cases 
where no consensus can be reached between employers and workplace forums. In 
such cases, proposals can only be implemented if forums have been. granted the 
opportunity to suggest alternative proposals, and employers have prov1d~d_reaso~s 
why such alternatives are not feasible. Employers are mandated to enter Jomt deci
sion-making with workplace forums on "disciplinary codes and procedures, rules 
relating to the proper regulation of the workplace in so far as they apply to conduct 
not related to the work performance of employees, measures designed to protect and 
advance persons disadvantaged by unfair discrimination, and changes ... to rules 
regulating social benefit schemes (South African Government, nd:100-101). If no 
consensus is reached on these issues, then the matter can either be referred to the 
Commission or to independent arbitrators. It should be noted th~t employers ~-e 
required to disclose all pertinent information to workplace forums m order to facili-

tate their effective participation. 

Another innovative feature of the law is the overhaul of the current dispute resolu
tion mechanisms, and in particular the establishment of the Commission of Con
ciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (South African Government, nd: Chapter VII, 
Parts A,B,C). In addition a Labour Court and a Labour Appeal Court have been 
established as judicial mechanisms with supreme authority over the industrial rela
tions arena (South African Government, nd: Chapter VII, Parts D, E). There can be 
no doubt that the law transfonns the model of labour relations in South Africa. It 
establishes corporatist mechanisms that mandate negotiations among business, 
labour, and government over legislation, wages, work disputes, industrial r_e~truc
turing, education and training, and a range of other matters. Peace and stab1hty on 
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SoulkA!tjca :s ~hop-floor is its primary purpose, in the hope that this would promote 
econCll!DIC eff1c~ency an~ enhance the country's export perfonnance. This legislative 
atten_iptoo m~d1ate the _interests of the country's conflicting social forces is entirely 
C?~s1_stomt 11,1th_ the ru!mg party'!? governing ideology of national unity and recon~ 
c1hat10m.. And, it seemmgly addresses the demands of the union movements to have 
a say in llille decisions that govern the lives of their constituency. 

But colp(lr.llism is not only confined to the national level. A myriad of corporatist 
agreemel'lls and structures have emerged at sectoral and plant level over the last few 
ye8;1"s. In lh_e mining sector, forums comprising representatives of the National 
Union of Mtneworkers (NUM), mining capital and the state, have been established 
to address the long-tenn decline of South Africa's gold-mining industry. Similar 
forums have emerge~ in the clothing and textile sector to formulate strategies to 
res~cture the operations of local firms so as to make them more viable and com
petitive (Maree, 1993:34-35). And, in the automobile sector, a number of plant level 
agreement5: sectoral wage agreements, and sectoral strategy forums comprising 
labour, capital, and the state, ha~~ e~erged ~n an effort to enhance productivity and 
mak~ the mdus~ more competitive m relation to its foreign counterparts (Desai & 
Habib, forthcoming). Corporatist mechanisms and agreements thus pervade the entire 
~Pf:ctrum of the labour relations arena. South Africa's model of labour relations has, 
m Just a few years, been totally transfo1TI1ed from a pluralist to a corporatist one. 

EXPLAINING THE EMERGENCE OF CORPORATISM 

1?e_ internation~ literature on corporatism emanates from three schools ~dvancing · 
d1stmct explanatmns for the prevalence of such arrangements in the modern world. 
The ~rst, known as the historical continuity school, focused primarily on Latin 
Amenca and argued that corporatist political features on the continent have their 
roots in a political cu_lture_ grounded in hierarchy, status, and patronage. One of the 
most no!ed scho~ars m ~s school, Howard Wiarda (1981:52), suggested in 1981 
that Laun Amencan nations, because of their distinctive Iberian heritage, repre
sent_ed a "fourth wor}d of development", "a peculiar way of managing the transfor
mations of modern times that has not yet received the attention it merits". 

The ~entral argument of this school was that political arrangements in Latin 
~encan nations have their roots in the organic, Catholic, and scholastic premises 
imparted_ by the Iberian colonial powers. Wiarda ( 1981 :55) maintained that the organic 
corporatist theory that governs Latin America's state-society relations " . . . survived 
some ~ree centuries of colonial rule but also, in reordered and re-baptised fonn, the 
s~par~nons from the mother countries in the early nineteenth century, the tempestuous 
h1stones that followed ... and on into the period of accelerated industrialisation 
so~ial change, and ideological challenge of the present". There is a distinct conti~ 
nu1ty, he argued,_ between the pre- and post-colonial periods. The nature of the society 
and the substantive character of the political and constitutional order extended, in an 
adapted form, from the pre-colonial into the post-colonial period. Corporatism was 
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thus conceived as having its roots in an elitist. historical, and authoritarian heritage 
that was imparted to Latin America by its colonial powers. 

A second related but distinct interpretation of corporatism emerged from the "societal 
reflection school" which suggested that corporatist political arrangements were m~rely 
a reflection of the natural organisation of particular societies. Rona_ld Rogowski and 
Lois Wasserspring, two proponents of this thesis. arg~e? that corporansm was a p~duct 
of social segmentation. They assum_ed th~t the_ ?ngms _of groups were natural and 
that they were relatively self-directed m therr JX:l~tlc~ acnon~. The state was excluded 
from any analysis of how groups emerged. Polmcal 1nteract~ons between these ~atu
rally evolved groups, then, automatically ~ook_ a corporatist ~o_rm. Rogowski ~d 
Wasserspring thus maintained that corporatism 1s a natural political arrangement m 
socially segmented societies (Stepan, 1978:59-66). 

Both the 'historical continuity' and 'societal reflection' explanations o_f the origins 
of corporatism, have been subjected to substantial _criti_cism. The essential we~ess 
of the 'historical continuity' explanations was their failure to a~count for the diver
sity of political outcomes in geographi~a~ areas that_ were considered to have expe
rienced similar cultural influences. Ph1hppe Schmmer (1974) a~d Alf~ed Ste~an 
(1978) noted in the I 970's that corporatist political arrangements m Laun P..menca 
were unevenly distributed, and "that corporatist politics _is relative!Y, weak ~n some 
countries such as Columbia and Ecuador, where the 'Ibenan Catholic ethos 1s gene
rally considered to be relatively stro_ng" (~tepan, 1978:54). Moreover, Stepan argued 
that 'historical continuity' explanations did not account for the pheno~enon of "".hy 
stronger and more novel forms of cory1oratism emerged after a penod_of re~anve 
abeyance. He maintained that corp~ratlst arrangements were more ~romment m the 
Latin America of the 1970's than they were in the 1950's, or even m the latter part 
of the nineteenth century. 

Stepan 's criticisms also extended ~o ~xplanatio?s of the 'socie_tal reflec~ion' school. 
His principal argument against this mterpretauo~ _of corporatism was its treatme~t 
of society as the independent variable and the political system as the dependent van
able. It was this erroneous conception, he believed, that enabled the s~~ool to con
ceive of group formation as a natural process not i_nfluenced by poht1cal factors. 
Using Rogowski and Wasserspring's reference pomt, he demonstr~t~d how the 
Mexican state influenced the composition and conduct of gro~ps by spl_Jttmg peasant, 
urban Jabour, and civil servants and using the party t? orgamse them m_dependently 
of each other (Stepan, 1978:61). His empirical _analysis of ~roup form~t1on and c~n
duct in the Mexican case then provided a useful counterweight to societal reflection 
explanations and demonstrated the role of the state in forming groups and engen
dering corporatist behaviour. 

The alternative interpretation of corporatism advanced by St,:p~n. ( 1978), Sc?,mitt~r 
(1974) Maier (1984), and Panitch (1986) can be labelled cns1s response . This 
perspe~tive simply suggested that corporatist institutional arrangements we~e state 
creations in times of crisis. Stepan analysed the emergence of state corporatism by 
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revi~wing the political programs of corporatist regimes in Peru, Brazil, Chile and 
Mexico. He suggested that the programmatic goal of these elites was to realise an 
"integr~ se~urity" that_ se~ed to conne:t national security and development. State 
ec~nom1c elites, ~e m~mtamed, entered mto an alliance with the military and multi
nat1?na~ corporat_10ns !" order to achieve the social peace that was required for the 
realisation of their national development plans. Stepan also argued that corporatism 
appealed to elites throughout the Third World because "there is a widespread elite 
fear tha~ the old ~odes of domination are breaking down, and they search for new 
mechanisms to lmk the lower classes to the state and new formulas to legitimise 
such mechanisms" (Stepan, 1978:58). Rejecting Liberal and Marxist ideas because 
of their Iegitimatio~ of conflict, he suggested that a corporatist and statist ideology 
was the natural polttical response of elites in Africa and Latin America. 

Alth~h ~t~pan's 'crisis response' explanation focused on the origins of state cor
porausm, 1t 1s also relevant to an understanding of the emergence of societal forms 
of corporatism. One application of this explanation to societal corporatism is Charles 
Maier's ~'Preconditi~ns for Corporatism," which suggested that the origins of societal 
corporatist features m Western Europe could only be understood within the context 
o~ th: rise of mass la~our movements and their political challenge to the liberal con
stttuttonal order. Maier contended that, during and after the First World War the 
production demands imposed by the war effort and the need to minimise labour 
unrest prompted the establishment of corporatist arrangements. The re-ne2otiation 
of thes: arrangements i~ ~e post-World War II period was motivated, he argued, by 
s~te elites' s_ense of poltttcal and economic vulnerability. Sustaining these corpora
tlst features m subsequent decades was facilitated by the rise of social-democratic 
parti~s and the l~gitimation _o~ social democratic ideology which "was built upon the 
premise of contmued bargaimng between class actors for political and social gains" 
(Maier, 1984:49). 

On balance, it seems as if the 'crisis response' explanation is the more useful in 
explainiJ'!g the rise of corporatism in contemporary South Africa. Political elites in 
both the apartheid regime and the ANC established corporatist institutions and 
processes because they recognised that their neo-liberal economic program was 
bound to provoke mass discontent. In the pre-1994 period, the De Klerk regime 
attempted to neutralise potential opposition from the unions to its economic strate
gy, by granting the latter access to decision-making on economic policy through a 
restructured NMC and the NEF. It was prompted to take these steps by both the con
sens~ spirit emerging from the constitutional negotiations process, and by the 
orgarusattonal strength of COSATU and its capacity to organise mass protest. 

The extension and consolidation of corporatism in the post-1994 period was 
prompted by the ANC's sense of political and economic vulnerability. Elsewhere, 
other scholars have demonstrated the political and economic evolution of South 
Africa into·a consensual democracy with a neo-liberal economic program (Taylor, 
94/95; '."-delzadeh & Padayachee, 1994). Once the ANC undertook responsibility for 
govemmg and managing South Africa on these terms, it began to investigate mech-
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a.nisms that would neutralise opposition to this new political ~~d economic ~r~er. 
This became an urgent priority particularly because of the fragility of the t~an~ttion, 
and the fact that the political and economic settlement repr~sent~d a s1gmficant 
compromise that did not permit the ANC to ~ddress t~e matenal gnevan~es of, and 
deliver on the electoral promises it made to, its constituency. The extension of cor-
poratism must be understood within this context. 

14 

The extension of corporatist institutions and yrocesses '."'.as facilitated by a number 
of factors. First the consensus spirit underlying the pobt1cal _settleI?e~t promote~ a 
consensual approach to state-society relations. 15 The normauve pnnc1ple on which 
the South African transition is founded is 'national unity'. This was th~ central theme 
of Nelson Mandela 's inaugural address, and it is the principle that has mfonned mu~h 
of the ANC's political relationships with both friend ~nd foe. Second, the st~ateg1c 
alliance among the ANC, COSATU, and the SACP, pnor to, as well as followmg the 
1994 election, fostered a co-operative relationship on all sides. The overlap of mem
bership and the presence of senior COSATU figures on the electoral slate of the 
ANC a~d in the cabinet of the GNU, meant that a repressive response ~ould not_ be 
realised without debilitating divisions and tensions within the rul~ng party itself. ThITd, 
as in the case of the pre-1994 period, the extension of corporat~sm was prompted ?Y 
the organisational strength of COSATU. COSA~U._ represent1~g the largest s0~1al 
movement in the country, had an effective orgamsauonal ma~hmery and a mass1~e, 
militant base located in virtually every significant economic sector. A repressive 
response would have provoked a mass counter-reaction that _could ~ave threatened the 
viability of the transition itself. At the least, the mass reaction which such a response 
would have provoked would have generated political instability and threat~ned the 
much heralded investment that the GNU was so eager to attract. <;~rporattsm th~s 
seemed the most feasible response for state elites inten~ ?n neuu:~1smg a potential 
opposition while simultaneously retaining a sense of political stab1hty. 

Finally, the conversion of COSATU leaders to corporatism was facilitated_ by the(r 
participation in the tripartite alliance under_the hegemony of the ANC. This condi
tioned their strategic choices and tied them mto support for the ~ew c_o~sensual cap
italist order negotiated primarily between the ANC and NP. Their P?htt~al relevance 
within this new order was dependent on framing a new strategic discourse that 
would infonn their practice in the 1990 's. The collapse of _Eastern Europe and t~e 
Soviet Union at about the same time also had a tremendous 1mpact_on ~he \eade~sh1p 
of COSATU. Communist rule was brought to an end, not by outside mtervent10ns, 
but by the very working classes it professed to represent. For the C?SATU leaders, 
many of whom were members of the SACP, the collaps~ of commumsm catalysed ~he 
unravelling of their own ideological framework. (\ta tin:ie when t~ey had to fashion 
a new theoretical discourse to inform their practice, their world view_ collapsed. As 
they cast around, the only available ideologi~al ~ome w~s that ?f social dem~cr~cy. 
Social democracy accepted the reality of cap1tahsi:i1, but 1t also mtend~d to neo~t~ate 
a better future for the working class. It gave the umon mov~m~nt _a s~y m the pohucal 
future of the society through the est:iblishment of corporatist mst1tut1ons. It seemed a 
realistic, sec nd best solution fo r thi> 11 nirm " ' ""
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.. Of course, the •~~d~r~ of C<?SATU never presented their political shift in this way. 
After years of cnt1c1smg social democracy, this would have been politically suicidal. 
Thus, they argued that they were establishing a new route to power. This new route, 
between revolution and social democracy, would grant the union movement access 
to institutions and processes that determine the political and socio-economic future 
of post-apartheid South Africa (Godongwana, 1992; Saul, 1992). How was this to be 
done? By sending the union leadership into the state structures through the elector<1-l 
sla_te of the ANC,. and, by establishing corporatist institutions that guaranteed the 
~mon ~ovement, m partnership with the state and business, the right to determine 
•~dustnal, labo~ market, and economic policy. Some even suggested that corpora
tism was a practical strategy for realising the original goal of the union movement 
namely the establishment of a socialist society (Bird & Schreiner, 1992). In thi~ 
way, the new strategic orientation of COSATU was legitimised. 

The ~mergence of co~ratism was thu~ conditioned by the distribution of capabilities 
that 1~fonned the pol!tical and econonuc settlement in South Africa. It was a political 
solution fo! state elites to neutralise the potential opposition that was bound to 
~merge agamst at least some aspects of the new political and economic settlement. But 
It v.:as als~ a 'second_be_st' strategic orientation for a COSATU leadership constrained 
by Its des~re to rema1~ mtegrally c~~mitted to the new political order negotiated by 
~e ANC m the Multi-Party Negotlatmg Forum. As Jayendra Naidoo, the executive 
d~rector of NED LAC, _maintains, "we have a society where power is very well dis
tnbuted. Government 1s ours, ... but economic power is theirs .... And labour is 
very powerful. This the last growing trade union movement in the world .... It was 
obvious ~at . .. the ANC was going to have an impossible job to deliver· on all the 
expecl?t1ons,_ and the only w_ay to manage this was to have everybody on board" 
(ln~rv1ew with Jayendra Naidoo, 1995). Corporatist structures and processes are 
designed to achieve precisely this. It is, as Stepan maintained, a response of state 
elites in times of crisis. 

NOTES 

1. I~ needs to be noted that the marginalisation of black trade unions from the country's labour legisla
tmn predates the NP's ascension to power in 1948. In fact. the apartheid regime simply adapted an 
approach that originated in the early part of the century. 

2. A to~ of 41, 542 workers went on strike between 1962 and 1972. In 1973, 98, 378 workers went 
on strike. (See MacShane et al, 1984:20; and National Manpower Commission, 1986:85-88). 

3. The requirement to register provoked an intense debate among African trade unions. Some, like the 
Afric~ Food and Canning Workers• Union, argued that registration implied co-optation, and should 
be resisted at all costs. Others, especially those associated with FOSATU, countered by suggesting 
that the space afforded by registration could be used to build unions and advance worker interests. 
For a review of this debate, see Friedman, (1987:168-170). 

4. For other us~ful wo~ks on differe~t forms of corporatism, see Lehmbruch, (1979); and Offe, ( 1981 ). 
5. For a study 11Justratmg the operation of a state-corporatist system, see Erickson, (1977). 
6. For a contrary interpretation of labour relations in the 1980's, see Pretorius, (1982); and Prinsloo, 

(1984)._ Both Pretorius and Prinsloo maintained that the interactions between interest organisations 
and the state took a corporatist form in this period. 

7, Note that FOSATU merged with a number of the "community unions" to form COSATU, while 
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CUSA merged with the Azani:m Congress of Trade Unions (Azactu) to form NA~. A series ~f 
merger talks between COSATU and NACTU foundered on the principles of non-racialism and polit
ical alliances. COSATU's membership and activist hase was open to persons of all r~ces._ and the 
federation was aligned to the ANC. hfACTU insisted on its membership and leadership bemg con
fined to persons of African, Coloured, and Indian . origin. Jt was al_igned ':"ith ~he PAC. 

8. A useful review of the range of unions operating m South Africa 1s provided m Murray, (I 99~) .. 
9. In the first half of 1990, for instance, Andrew Levy & Associates (1990) estimated that 1.2 m,lhon 

days were Jost through industrial action; a figure that was more than three tim~s _that for the corre
sponding period in 1989, and more than five times _ that in 1988. Further stallsttcs from the same 
source suggest that the number of working days los! m the firs_t nme months of 1992. 1993 and 1994 
were 3.1 million, 2.4 million. 2.5 million. respectively (Business Day, Sept~mber_ 30,_ 1994). 

10. lt should be noted that researchers associated with the union movement sull mamtamed that the 
LRA was an obstacle to the emergence of bargained corporatism, and argued for its replacement 
with new industrial relations legislation (Baskin, 1993). . 

11. It should be noted that this definition is broadly consistent with Webster's and Lambert's notton of 
'political or social movement unionism ' , defined as ."~ form of union org_anisation that facilit~tes 3?. 
active engagement in factory based, production pohucs and m community and slat~ P?We~ issues_ 
(Lambert & Webster, 1988). For a recent comparative study of social mo~ement umomsm_ m _B~tl 
and South Africa, see Seidman, 1994. Seidman's conclusion is that social movement umomsm m 
South Africa and Brazil is a product of the authoritarian forms of industrialisation embarked upon 
by the apartheid and military regimes respectively. , . . . 

12. ln the words of President Mandela (1995). "the outcome of its (NEDLAC s) dehberattons m the 
all-encompassing arena of development is bound to have an authority that government cannot 
ignore" . . . . . . 

J 3. A huge conflict emerged between capital and labo~r around the mc~us,on of this nght m the perma
nent constitution adopted in May 1996. The conflict was resolved m favour of labour and the pro
posals of business that the right of lock-out be included was rej~cted. Note, however, that the 
Constitutional Court had referred this constitution back to the Constituent Assembly to redr~ft cer
tain clauses so that they accord with the constitutional principles negotiated in the Multi-Party 
Negotiating Forum. . . . 

)4. The "crisis response" interpretation of corporatism is novel m the South African hteratur~, although 
some scholars and activists have maintained that corporatist structures and processes are intended to 
co-opt the union movement. For the laner view. see Callinicos, (1992); and Vally, (1992). . 

15. This point was particularly made by Jayendra Naidoo. ex-trade unionist and currently lhe execuuve 
director of NEDLAC, in an interview held in Johannesburg, September 4, 1995. 
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